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Abstract 
The news increasingly provides help, advice, guidance, and information about the 
management of self and everyday life, in addition to its traditional role in political 
communication. Yet such forms of journalism are still regularly denigrated in scholarly 
discussions, as they often deviate from normative ideals. This is particularly true in lifestyle 
journalism, where few studies have examined the impact of commercial influences. Through 
in-depth interviews with 89 Australian and German lifestyle journalists, this paper explores 
the ways in which journalists experience how the lifestyle industries try to shape their daily 
work, and how these journalists deal with these influences. We find that lifestyle journalists 
are in a constant struggle over the control of editorial content, and their responses to 
increasing commercial pressures vary between resistance and resignation. This has 
implications for our understanding of journalism as a whole in that it broadens it beyond 
traditional conceptualizations associated with political journalism. 
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Introduction 
 Journalism around the world has been undergoing a significant transformative process for the 
past decades, as technological, economic and cultural shifts have taken place. Research has tended to 
focus on new technologies in news production that potentially lead to increased audience participation 
(Lewis, 2012), and on related cultural shifts towards “participatory culture” (Jenkins, 2006). At the 
same time, another important cultural shift – closely related to socio-economic development – has 
received less consideration: The individualization of modern societies (Beck, 1992) and inherent 
value changes from a survival orientation to self-expression values (Inglehart & Welzel, 2005) have 
resulted in many Western societies transitioning towards consumer cultures, and, consequently, a re-
orientation of media organizations towards addressing audiences as consumers instead of citizens 
(Dahlgren, 2000).  
Whereas previously media concentrated on public affairs, we can now observe a focus on the 
private domain, with a rise in media output related to everyday-life issues and individual needs 
(Taylor, 2002). Increasingly, the media provide help, advice, guidance, and information about the 
management of self and everyday life through consumer news and “news-you-can-use” items (Eide & 
Knight, 1999; Underwood, 2001). Scholarly engagement in the phenomenon of lifestyle journalism is 
lacking, however, mostly because it is seen to be outside the normative ideal of journalism (see 
Zelizer, 2011). Such a view dismisses lifestyle journalism as too commercially influenced and 
“impure”, as opposed to what is often a glorified view of hard news as “pure” journalism (Reinemann 
et al., 2012). Yet, rarely have scholars inquired more deeply into the kinds of influences that exist in 
lifestyle journalism. As a result, discussions tend to be based on anecdotal evidence, with little 
interrogation of how lifestyle journalists themselves feel about and reflect on such influences on their 
work, or how they might try to reconcile them with traditional journalistic ideals. 
 To address that gap, this paper examines how journalists experience pressure from the 
lifestyle industries, addressing the following research questions: To what extent do lifestyle journalists 
experience advertising pressures, and how do they deal with such influences? What influence do 
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public relations efforts have on lifestyle journalists’ work? What role does the provision of free 
products and services play in lifestyle journalists’ work? These questions are explored by analyzing 
in-depth interviews with 89 lifestyle journalists from Australia and Germany. Our study shows that 
three types of influences are recognized as the most dominant pressures that lifestyle journalists 
experience: Influence from advertisers, from public relations, as well as the use of free products and 
services. While increasingly influential in other journalistic sub-fields, we argue that these influences 
are disproportionately more important in lifestyle journalism, due to there being fewer safeguards 
against such external interference. 
 
Lifestyle journalism as a field of academic inquiry 
 Despite having emerged during the 1800s, lifestyle media content has experienced 
extraordinary growth since the 1970s and 80s, in line with an accelerated rise in consumerist cultures 
in the West (Bell & Hollows, 2005). While lifestyle and reality TV, as well as celebrity news, have 
gained attention from media studies and cultural studies scholars, lifestyle journalism has received 
considerably less interest as a serious field of scholarly inquiry (Hanusch, 2012a), despite the 
existence of studies in a variety of specialized sub-fields (see, for example, Fürsich & Kavoori, 2001; 
Hanusch, 2010, 2012b; Rocamora, 2012; Duffy & Yang, 2012; Turner, 2004). 
 Yet, given the phenomenal growth of the field, it is important to examine lifestyle 
journalism’s ‘structures, conditions of production, its messages as well as its meanings in an 
increasingly globalized, consumption-driven world’ (Hanusch, 2012a: 6). Early studies (Eide & 
Knight, 1999; Underwood, 2001) were interested in the field’s service function – the way in which 
journalists provide help, advice and guidance. Hanusch (2012a: 2) has also identified its entertainment 
function, defining lifestyle journalism as ‘a distinct journalistic field that primarily addresses its 
audiences as consumers, providing them with factual information and advice, often in entertaining 
ways, about goods and services they can use in their daily lives’. More recently, Hanusch and 
Hanitzsch (2013: 947) referred to it as ‘the journalistic coverage of the expressive values and practices 
that help create and signify a specific identity within the realm of consumption and everyday life’.  
 These definitions point to the key link between lifestyle journalism and consumption, which 
is also a considerable source of tension. This close alignment with news organizations’ commercial 
interests has led to ridicule of lifestyle journalism as being unworthy of the term journalism. As 
Zelizer (2011: 9) has noted, journalism outside the normative ideal has ‘become denigrated, 
relativized, and reduced in value alongside aspirations for something better’. There is an 
overwhelming consensus that journalism should be free from commercial influences and an almost 
automatic assumption that any journalism that is not, is suspect. Yet, commercial influences are as old 
as the first newspaper (Weber, 2006); and during an age of journalistic transformation and discussions 
over new business models for quality journalism it is difficult to imagine this changing anytime soon.  
 
Commercial influences in journalism 
 Journalism scholarship has inquired into the influences on journalistic practice for some time. 
Perhaps the most seminal work in this field is Shoemaker and Reese’s (1996, 2014) hierarchy-of-
influences approach, which distinguishes five levels of influences: the individual, media routines and 
organizational, extra-media (now social institutions) and ideological (now social systems) levels. Of 
particular concern to our study are the organizational and social institutions levels, as they relate to 
commercial influences, such as those from news ownership, advertisers, and public relations 
(Hanitzsch et al., 2010). 
 McManus’ (1995) market-based model of news production develops Shoemaker and Reese’s 
hierarchical model further, paying tribute to the increasing economic rationalism in journalism. He 
emphasizes the idea that ‘media firms’ news departments respond to markets – not just for readers or 
viewers, but just as importantly for advertisers, sources and investors’ (McManus, 1995: 302). This 
model illustrates that, due to the strong market orientation of most media firms, business norms enter 
the newsroom and challenge journalistic norms. 
 A significant amount of research exists as to the ways in which commercial influences may 
affect news content (e.g., Shoemaker & Reese, 2014). However, Skovsgaard and van Dalen (2012: 
371) show there is no universal answer to the question of commercial influences on journalism, 
because commercialization has a rather polarizing effect, which ‘strengthens the political beat at the 
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expense of other beats’. Despite the overwhelming evidence regarding the importance of commercial 
influences, journalists themselves tend to deny them as part of a professional ideology according to 
which journalism is supposed to operate independently of political and economic interests (Hanitzsch 
et al., 2010). 
 The increasingly precarious economic environment for many news organizations has arguably 
led to growing influence from advertising and public relations efforts. Fürsich (2012: 15) notes that 
the critique of lifestyle journalism’s links to commercial interests ‘seems less biting now as the 
financial troubles of the media industry along with new technology and hyper-marketing techniques 
have caused even traditional journalistic sections to become interwoven with product placement, 
direct marketing, and “plugs” launched by the public relations and marketing industry’. Journalists’ 
views of PR have traditionally been described as laden with conflict and hostility (DeLorme & Fedler, 
2003), while recent research points to an increasing influence of PR on journalistic routines, as a 
result of increased PR personnel and a decrease in the amount of time journalists have to spend on a 
story (e.g., Davis, 2000; Lewis, Williams & Franklin, 2008).  
 
Commercial influences in lifestyle journalism 
 A review of the literature points to three key areas in relation to commercial influences on 
lifestyle journalism: advertising pressures, public relations strategies, and the role played by free 
products and services – so-called ‘freebies.’  
 Advertising: As noted earlier, the establishment and growth of lifestyle journalism is closely 
linked to the rise of consumption cultures, and news organizations’ desire to open up new markets and 
to make themselves attractive for a broader range of advertisers. Whitt (2008), for example, has linked 
newspapers’ expansion of women’s pages in the 1950s and 60s to attempts to expand into new 
markets by attracting female readers. In travel journalism, there is a close link between advertising for 
certain destinations and the editorial content that newspapers produce (Fürsich, 2002; Hanusch, 
2012c). Usher (2012) also notes advertising’s role in personal technology sections in the New York 
Times. However, most of the journalists she interviewed ‘saw what they do as divorced from the 
products that happened to be advertised in their section, and in fact, viewed it as their role to act as an 
advocate for consumers in a world where ads make choosing the best product increasingly difficult’ 
(113). Li (2012) discovered immense commercial pressures in Chinese lifestyle magazines, where 
industry insiders claimed it was easy to succumb to advertising demands. Indeed, since the 1840s, 
commerce and advertising had become a dominant feature of early fashion magazines, with a focus on 
consumption and until today, ‘editorial pages have to feature the brands that have earned titles some 
income by advertising in their pages’ (Rocamora, 2012: 98).  
 Public Relations: Closely related to advertising are the activities of public relations 
professionals, who are aiming to elicit positive coverage. Institutions and corporations have become 
very effective in managing routine access to the media (Davis, 2000) and the idea that PR plays an 
increasingly influential role in the news production process has become commonplace. Lewis et al. 
(2008) argue that pressures on journalists to increase productivity have prompted reporters to develop 
a growing reliance on pre-packaged sources of news from the PR industry. Their analysis of domestic 
news in UK national broadsheet newspapers and broadcast news reports provides sound evidence for 
this thesis. Nearly one in five newspaper stories were verifiably derived mainly or wholly from PR 
material or activity (Lewis et al., 2008). In the US, Sallot and Johnson (2006) showed that journalists 
estimated 44 per cent of news content was influenced by PR. A growing number of journalists are 
also working in PR, such as in Germany, where nearly half of all freelance journalists have a second 
job, mainly in PR (Koch and Obermeier, 2014). 
 Most travel journalists in an Australian study were aware of attempts of PR professionals to 
generate favorable coverage for products and brands (Hanusch, 2012c) and were quite skeptical of 
relying on PR material in their reporting. However, they also saw a positive side, appreciating PR as a 
potential source of useful suggestions, and as a means to save time in often hectic news work. As 
such, they believed that PR did not necessarily have an undue influence on the news. McGaurr’s 
(2010) study of travel journalists also demonstrated that many travel journalists are extremely reliant 
on assistance from public relations, but some nevertheless find ways to go beyond purely positive 
coverage in order to discuss controversial environmental problems.  
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 Freebies: The provision of free products and services is also a common component of 
lifestyle journalism (Hanusch, 2012b; Rocamora, 2012; Usher, 2012). Journalists who review 
personal technology items are regularly given access to the latest products, fashion journalists obtain 
free clothing for photo shoots, and travel journalists are frequently hosted by airlines and destination 
marketing organizations. On the part of media organizations, this is seen as a necessity. As Hanusch 
(2012a: 7) argues, ‘very few publications are able to finance all the trips required for a 20-page travel 
section, or pay for all the gadgets their journalists should review for readers’. In fact, two-thirds of 
Australian travel journalists acknowledge that at least 75 per cent of their travel is provided free of 
charge (Hanusch, 2012b), partly through so-called “visiting journalist programs” provided by national 
governments (Dore & Crouch, 2003).  
 There is a perception that such “freebies” constitute a direct conflict of interest, and, 
especially in travel journalism, this has led to much discussion (Hanusch, 2010). At the same time, a 
study of Australian travel stories found that articles carrying a disclosure of free services contained 
more overtly positive coverage of a travel provider than those which did not, leading to the question 
of whether sponsor disclosure was really ‘openness with the audience or an ethical “out” for 
journalists to provide publicity to sponsors and continue to receive “freebies”’ (Hill-James, 2006: 
163). At the same time, there are notable examples of travel journalists who – despite being funded by 
tourism authorities – incorporated critical reporting in their stories, thus undermining PR efforts 
(McGaurr, 2010).  
 This brief overview of some of the commercial tensions in lifestyle journalism shows that 
comprehensive attempts to understand commercial influences in lifestyle journalism are still rare. 
Instead, scholars have often simply dismissed the field as being beholden to commercial interests, 
deeming it unnecessary to examine further as the results are seemingly a foregone conclusion. 
However, we would argue that such an approach is somewhat unscientific, and aim to fill this gap in 
knowledge by critically probing and engaging with lifestyle journalists’ experiences.  
 
Methodology 
 To examine the research questions, we conducted in-depth interviews with a total of 89 
lifestyle journalists in Australia and Germany. We conducted interviews because we were interested 
in journalists’ reflection on commercial influences, as a first step to inform future studies. The country 
selection was made for a number of reasons. First, past studies have typically been conducted within 
single-nation contexts, limiting the way in which results could be applied to other contexts. By 
conducting interviews across two countries, we aimed to raise the cross-cultural validity of results, 
and hoped to be able to point to potentially wider-ranging trends. Second, both Australia and 
Germany are Western societies which have been affected by consumerism trends in similar ways, but 
also exhibit slightly different journalistic traditions and media systems. Australia is similar to other 
Anglo-Saxon media systems, while Germany is generally counted as a Democratic Corporatist system 
(Hallin & Mancini, 2004). German journalism has developed in quite different ways to the Anglo-
Saxon model (Esser, 1998), which resulted in differences in journalists’ professional views (Hanitzsch 
et al., 2011; Weaver & Willnat, 2012). Further, in Australia we see a higher concentration of media 
ownership, and a stronger presence of Sunday newspapers and community broadcasting, while in 
Germany national broadsheets play a larger role, as does public broadcasting. This has consequences 
for the locus of lifestyle in journalism. In Australia, newspapers carry extensive supplements with 
lifestyle content, to an extent that is not seen in Germany, where magazines carry a larger share of 
lifestyle journalism. Television is also slightly more prominent in the production of lifestyle 
journalism in Germany.  
 In line with Hanusch and Hanitzsch (2013: 947) we defined lifestyle journalism as ‘the 
journalistic coverage of the expressive values and practices that help create and signify a specific 
identity within the realm of consumption and everyday life’. The following sub-fields were identified 
for the recruitment of respondents: Travel; Fashion/Beauty; Health/Wellness/Fitness; 
Food/Cuisine/Cooking; Living/Gardening; Parenting/Family; People/Celebrity; and Personal 
Technology. We subsequently identified the leading media organizations in each of these fields for 
each country. Publications included major newspapers, magazines, radio programs, TV channels, and 
internet sites. For each of these we aimed to identify a variety of respondents that would allow for 
different demographic profiles of lifestyle journalists to be represented in our sample. Semi-structured 
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interviews were conducted either over the phone or in person by extensively trained research 
assistants between March and September 2011. Questions were developed in view of the issues 
discussed earlier. We were particularly interested in the influences of advertising, public relations and 
free products and services, but also asked respondents more generally what they thought the most 
dominant influences were. Twenty-five of the interviews were conducted in Australia, while the 
remaining 64 were conducted in Germany. We needed more interviews in Germany to reach the point 
of theoretical saturation (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) due to the larger number of lifestyle journalists and 
the greater diversity within the field. Interviews were transcribed and subsequently coded and 
analyzed by the authors, who are bilingual, using the qualitative software N-Vivo.  
 The distribution of our sample was as follows: In Australia, 13 of the 25 interviewed 
journalists worked mainly for magazines, seven for newspapers, three for internet sites, and one each 
for radio and television. In Germany, of the 64 respondents, 46 worked for magazines, seven for 
newspapers, three for television, one for radio and seven for internet sites. The larger share of 
magazine journalists in Germany accounts for the greater importance of lifestyle magazines in the 
German context. Not all of the respondents worked exclusively for one type of publication, however. 
Lifestyle journalism is a field with a significant component of freelancers, and our sample reflected 
this – five Australian and nine German respondents worked as freelance journalists. Many also 
worked across different media platforms, such as for newspapers and internet sites.  
 The final sample represented a broad range of demographics and job profiles. To achieve 
saturation of ideas we purposely aimed to include everyone from very junior to very senior 
journalists. Thus, respondents included magazine editors, deputy editors, section editors, reporters, 
columnists and trainee journalists. As lifestyle journalism tends to be dominated by women, 56.2 per 
cent of our final sample were female journalists (16 in Australia, 34 in Germany). Journalists’ ages 
ranged from 22 to 77,  although the majority were in their 30s and 40s. Journalists’ educational 
qualifications were similar to their countries’ national averages for journalists (Weaver & Willnat, 
2012), with 17 of the 25 Australian and 53 of the 64 German journalists having completed a 
university degree.  
 
Results and Discussion 
Walking a fine line between editorial and advertising 
 Considering that the opportunity to attract additional income from advertising was closely 
related to news organizations’ decisions to expand their publications towards lifestyle offerings, it is 
hardly surprising that lifestyle journalists mention advertising as a key area of commercial influence. 
In general, journalists try to toe a fine line, as they know their jobs often depend on advertisers, yet 
they also aim to retain their journalistic autonomy. Some journalists point to numerous battles they 
have fought over the control of editorial content, as indicated by an Australian newspaper travel 
journalist:  
You do have to keep the advertisers in mind but you can’t be dictated by them. But you’d be a 
fool to alienate one of your major advertisers without having a very good reason. These days, 
it’s a very, very fine line and it’s a line that’s becoming finer over the years. When I first 
started there was a very strong demarcation between advertising and editorial, but that’s 
blurring now. 
Numerous respondents explained it was the increasingly precarious financial situation of 
many news organizations, which made it more and more difficult to resist advertising influences. As a 
result, there can be quite subtle adjustments, as a German movie journalist pointed out: ‘If someone 
pays for an ad, the movie review will be more comprehensive.’ It appears the pressure to provide 
editorial content to satisfy advertisers’ demands is quite high. While many respondents claimed they 
did not provide editorial content in direct return for advertisements, others were quite open. The 
beauty editor of an Australian fashion magazine said there were instances where key advertisers asked 
for editorial favors: ‘They will ask how much – we call it love – “how much love are you going to 
give this brand in a year?” It’s up to us to decide what we think is fair.’ Such pressure can be blatantly 
obvious, as a German fashion magazine journalist noted: ‘I have experienced this twice already, that 
someone tried to hold me to ransom. Like: “If you don’t put this product in, we won’t advertise with 
you anymore”.’ Pressure also extends to journalists generating ideas to attract advertisers. An 
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Australian newspaper fashion editor said: ‘I have to pick themes that are going to appeal to the most 
number of advertising clients. You throw a denim edition in and all the denim retailers want to get 
into that edition because it’s tied in with what they do.’ 
 But there are also limits, as the beauty editor of the Australian fashion magazine pointed out 
later. She mentioned she had just been asked to give a hemorrhoid cream a mention. ‘Straight away I 
was like “no”, because who wants to read about that? It’s just unsuitable for the pages. So we 
definitely have a lot of power in that as well.’ This aspect relates to the importance of staying relevant 
and appealing to journalists’ audiences, in order to be their advice-givers in an increasingly 
individualized world (Eide & Knight, 1999). The editor of an Australian health magazine said they 
tried to work with their advertising department, but at the end of the day it was the editor’s decisions:  
We need to be especially careful about this in journalism, otherwise we lose our reputation as 
a reliable source. We’ll talk with advertisers and work with them, but we need to be very 
careful about keeping editorial editorial, otherwise the readers are going to see that and we’ll 
lose respect. 
 The relationship with their own organizations’ advertising departments is a particularly 
difficult one for many journalists, as often the pressure comes from these internal departments, rather 
than advertisers directly. A German newspaper travel journalist had this blunt assessment: ‘A 
colleague once told me that she received her topics not from the editorial meeting, but from the 
advertising department.’ An Australian newspaper fashion editor said she regularly received emails 
from her advertising representative telling her that someone would advertise in an upcoming edition if 
she wrote an editorial about him.  
It’s that blunt. I’m at loggerheads with the advertising department because with me that’s 
crossing right in with advertorial, and I did do a journalism degree where it was drilled into 
me that was basically the journalistic version of being sent into hell. And that it’s an ethical 
breach. So that’s probably one of my biggest struggles. 
 Such pressures seem to stand out in in travel journalism – a finding in line with previous 
research (Hanusch, 2012c). A journalist working for an Australian health magazine noted that he went 
to Hawaii on a sponsored trip one year, and there had been an upfront agreement about the amount of 
editorial coverage to be provided. ‘The journalist goes on the trip and they have to write – I had to 
write a four-page story on the Hawaii trip. So that’s definitely pretty blatant corruption. That is one 
area where it definitely does happen.’ 
 Overall we found that some lifestyle journalists were resigned to the fact advertisers wanted 
to influence editorial content, with the realization that the income generated from such advertising 
was crucial to their survival. This was despite the fact they would prefer to maintain absolute 
autonomy. A German fashion journalist said one was constantly in contact with advertisers. ‘But you 
still try to make the best story out of it. But often they insist on something, and then you just do it, 
even though you may not want to, or it doesn’t really fit.’  
 At the same time, a similar amount of respondents maintained they were relatively free from 
advertising influences in their work. Some of this appears to be related to the economic capital a 
particular publication may have, or the strategy that unbiased information would be the best selling 
point. The editor of an Australian health magazine pointed in this direction: 
It’s one of the things that makes us quite different from other health magazines. We won’t 
mention brands because our goal really is to get information out there. We want our readers to 
know that they can trust us, and not, I guess, lead them astray by promoting one brand over 
another. PR and advertising have extremely little influence on what we choose to write about 
and how we choose to present it. 
 It may also be more apparent in publications which do not depend on lifestyle journalism 
entirely, and are therefore more independent financially. For example, a food journalist working for 
an Australian newspaper said advertising played no part in his work: ‘In two years at [this company] 
I’ve not yet had anybody say to me: “This person is an advertiser, do you think you can look 
favorably on this editorial idea.” I’m pleased to say that.’  
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Constant pressure from public relations 
 While advertising was deemed to be influential by a significant number of journalists, all of 
our respondents noted public relations as a key influence. One reason for this may be that such 
influences are more direct – influences from advertisers tend to be moderated through the 
organization’s advertising department, while PR practitioners are more likely to be in direct contact 
with lifestyle journalists. Further, some of our respondents had worked in PR themselves. They were a 
small minority, however – typically, respondents displayed a very journalistic mentality in this regard, 
noting their suspicions of PR. One example is a German parenting magazine journalist:  
I have never done anything for PR or advertising, out of conviction. These are two completely 
different jobs. Of course you need both, but I am a journalist, not a public relations 
practitioner. No one among my colleagues works in PR, but I know former colleagues who 
now work in PR. In our magazine there is no crossover between journalism and PR. Of course 
we do collaborations in the magazine, but these are clearly marked as such. 
 While it was relatively unusual for journalists to have moved across from public relations, the 
opposite appears to be more common. Many respondents referred to a tendency for journalists to 
move into PR. ‘That’s a typical career progression for IT journalists. Sooner or later they appear in PR 
departments of companies, because they know the work from the other side, and can adapt well to it,’ 
said a German IT journalist. Indeed, some lifestyle journalists – in particular freelancers – appear to 
work in both PR and journalism at the same time. Said a freelance journalist for a German people 
magazine:  
You earn much more money in these areas (PR), and I enjoy working there alongside my 
journalistic work … I can combine the two well, I don’t think they’re mutually exclusive, as 
long as you’re able to draw a clear distinction between the two areas for yourself. 
 A number of other freelancers noted that it was difficult to live off their journalistic work 
alone, and that doing some PR work was necessary. Noticeable in the journalists’ responses, however, 
was the fact they aligned quite clearly with the idea of journalistic autonomy and separation from PR, 
even if journalists worked in both areas. They see the two areas as distinct from each other, and – at 
least so they claim – are keenly aware of potential conflicts of interest. Our findings here align with 
Koch and Obermaier (2014), who found that on the one hand journalists with secondary employment 
in PR apply strategies to avoid conflicts in the first place, and on the other hand they appear to have 
strategies to deal with the conflicting roles, such as merging both roles, downplaying their PR 
activities, or disclaiming their responsibility for engaging in PR due to financial issues.  
PR practitioners’ attempts to influence journalists appear to be constant and overwhelming. 
Many respondents pointed to the enormous numbers of emails and phone calls they receive on a daily 
basis. ‘I would describe them as the bane of my existence,’ said an Australian technology journalist. 
They just call constantly. So far today I’ve had six different phone calls from PR people 
asking to make sure that I got emails that they sent to me this morning. As for emails, I must 
get more than 100 press releases per day. I think it’s rather ridiculous. 
 Such a statement speaks for the overwhelming majority of journalists interviewed for this 
study, and shows what an important aspect of their job dealing with PR is. As with advertising 
pressures, some PR practitioners also go to extreme lengths to promote their product. An Australian 
newspaper fashion editor said: ‘One of the biggest threats that PR people will use here is: “If you 
don’t take this, we’ll go to [competing newspaper].” So you’re automatically being blackmailed in a 
way.’ 
 Most journalists said they saw the PR material as useful sometimes, but tended to use it only 
as guidance, though some acknowledged that overtures from PR did significantly influence editorial 
content. This compares to Hanusch’s (2012c) findings in regard to travel journalists. Said the food 
journalist for an Australian newspaper: 
This time last year a mineral water brand […] took to London for the Pellegrino world’s best 
restaurant awards, which is kind of like the Oscars of the restaurant industry. As a result of 
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that junket, video appeared on [the newspaper’s] website, there was stuff tweeted, there were 
several different columns written, and there was a feature story about the awards. There was 
also an interview of a famous Australian chef that was, again, connected to it all. 
 Indeed, such PR strategies are quite refined and also a common feature in German lifestyle 
journalist. A German parenting magazine journalist said some companies sent content in journalistic 
formats, with quotes and results from scientific studies, all ready-made for placement as editorial 
content. 
You have to be very careful there, if you use that, then you’re placing advertising. With other 
magazines, I often notice such PR stories. We don’t do that, we have a strict policy in that 
regard. There were individual articles in the past, where I was annoyed, because colleagues 
fell into the trap of clever PR campaigns. 
 Yet, a different consequence of extreme PR overtures is that journalists avoid them altogether. 
An Australian magazine’s online technology editor, for example, noted that he simply refused to 
speak to companies that were too highly media-trained because they rarely said anything interesting.  
 
Freebies in return for favorable coverage 
 Across both of the studied countries, lifestyle journalists reported they receive various kinds 
of free or discounted products and services, all of which they clearly recognize as attempts to gain 
favorable coverage. Lifestyle journalists generally realize that it is more cost-effective for PR firms to 
provide such freebies and gain editorial coverage, than it is to pay for advertisements. As a German 
newspaper travel journalist said: ‘Of course they would rather pay for journalists to go on a trip than 
to buy advertising. It’s also the much less expensive way for them.’ In addition, editorial coverage 
tends to give the appearance of unbiased assessment, while audiences easily recognize 
advertisements.  
 Most commonly, we see the practice of providing trial gadgets for technology journalists, free 
airfares and accommodation for travel journalists, and free clothing for fashion shoots. But some 
benefits are less directly tied to coverage, ranging from free concert tickets and albums in music 
journalism, to free movie tickets, DVDs and invitations to movie premieres for cinema journalists, to 
discounted clothing and invitations to special sales in fashion journalism, to discounted family 
holidays for parenting journalists. Said an Australian fashion magazine’s beauty editor:  
I’ve been on a hot air balloon ride, I’ve swum with dolphins, I’ve been overseas. Then you get 
random things, like fruit. Yesterday, I got four punnets of strawberries. Or you might get a 
bag. I got a watch this week. My house is pretty insane. My flat mate isn’t happy because I 
bring so much crap home. 
 The way free products and services are typically dealt with depends on individual journalists’ 
ethics, as well as their organizations’ codes of conduct. While some, such as the beauty editor quoted 
above, appear to accept most gifts, others always send them back. An Australian freelance technology 
journalist said he mostly returned products:  
As a general rule I try not to hang on to stuff, particularly because I don’t need a house full of 
junk. Half the time when they say keep it, it’s a piece of shit I really don’t want. It’s the cool 
stuff they always want back.  
 Indeed, companies provide products on a loan-only basis, such as mobile phones or gadgets 
for testing, or clothes for fashion shoots. An Australian fashion magazine editor pointed out that rarely 
was anything kept:  
It comes in and you just send it back. It’s not like we photograph it [a dress] and keep it. 
Australian and international fashion designers have what’s called a press rail, and every 
magazine in the country has access to that. They only have one dress, they don’t have 400. 
 Some journalists also reported they either used products as prizes for reader competitions, or 
they were sold within the organization, with the proceeds going to charity. A German technology 
journalist reported a typical case would be that he is sent a mobile phone for review purposes. When 
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he is finished the company would say he could keep it for a while longer, they wouldn’t need it any 
more. ‘That is of course a big “no-go”. We turn that into a raffle or something like that.’ In addition to 
individual journalists’ morals and ethics, some publishers also have strict guidelines on what 
journalists can accept, and some even have gift registries.  
 As noted earlier, free trips are particularly visible in travel journalism, especially for 
freelancers, with a German newspaper’s travel editor explaining that almost all freelancers accepted 
free trips:  
You hardly make any money with such a trip. You’re in China for two weeks and can bring 
back maybe three stories, which may pay you 200 Euros each. Even if he can sell them 
multiple times, that person will not be able to finance a trip to China and cover his costs at 
home. Hence it’s lucrative. Some freelancers then don’t add that it was a sponsored trip in the 
story. When there’s a note at the end on how to get to the destination the cheapest, then it’s 
clear who paid for the flight. 
 But free trips are essential even for other areas of lifestyle journalism. A German music 
magazine editor said: ‘The fact of the matter is that music journalism in its current form, especially 
for smaller publications, would not exist if these few but big trips weren’t paid for.’ At the same time, 
an Australian freelance travel journalist argued free trips didn’t happen all the time. He estimated only 
half of his trips were sponsored, while he paid for the other half himself. For comparison, a survey of 
Australian travel journalists found that almost two-thirds of them said at least 75 per cent of their trips 
were generally free (Hanusch, 2012b).  
 Some journalists are also relatively discerning about which kinds of free trips they accept. A 
German newspaper travel journalist said they went along to ‘press trips that are unique. For Christmas 
through the Sahara with the Sufis. Or for a festival. Or when Egypt reopens its borders, because a 
normal trip wouldn’t have been possible.’ As with advertising, mostly newspapers and journalists 
working at public broadcasters were less reliant on invitations to free trips and events. Still, there was 
a perception that lifestyle is not treated equally by news organizations themselves, as this insight from 
a German travel magazine journalist shows: 
I’d much rather the publishers paid for the expenses, like they do in the business, culture and 
politics beats. There the publishers actually pay for someone to fly somewhere to do a job. 
But because the publishers were never interested in investing money into the travel section, 
and instead only ever saw it as a money-spinner, it is illusory to believe that there will ever 
come such a time. 
 This statement points to an important quandary for lifestyle journalists, which is situated 
deeply within the historical development of lifestyle journalism.  
 
Influence works in the subconscious: between resistance and commercial coercion 
 Our respondents were all acutely aware of potential conflicts of interests created by the 
acceptance of freebies. As a result, they often toe a very fine line to maintain their integrity. Opinions 
were somewhat split when journalists were asked whether freebies influenced their reporting. On one 
hand, a large number claimed they were not influenced at all by such material, even when they kept it 
for themselves. A health journalist working for an Australian newspaper said he had received large 
numbers of running shoes over the years, which did not necessarily mean he would write glowingly 
about each one. ‘If I don’t like the shoe I’ll write that I don’t like them. I’m not influenced by getting 
those freebies. The shoe companies don’t put any pressure on you to do that either.’ Similarly, an 
online technology editor at an Australian magazine said: ‘I’ve got a walkie-talkie sitting under my 
desk which was sent to me. It’s very sweet, but it’s not going to make me write a story about walkie-
talkies. I’m going to take them home and my kids are going to use them.’ Such behavior was also 
commonly reported by German lifestyle journalists. The editor of a German movie magazine said if 
he didn’t like a film, he gave it the thumbs down, regardless of how important the distribution 
company or actor was. ‘We report independently. That’s no problem as long as you put your cards on 
the table and don’t even start with doing people favors.’  
 On the other hand, almost similar numbers of respondents acknowledged that freebies could 
influence their work. An Australian freelance travel journalist said free trips had some influence, 
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though ‘not in a sinister way’. He said: ‘When you’ve been given this trip and you’ve had a fantastic 
time – which you usually do because it’s pretty hard to have a bad holiday – you feel that you owe 
people something and you should repay them by writing a good story.’ A German fashion magazine 
journalist thought there was a very strong influence on his genre. ‘The most extreme is probably in 
beauty journalism. The big companies have such huge power, that’s crept in over the years, and many 
never resisted it.’ Many respondents thought the pressure was often more subconscious, and that 
journalists often feared they would not be invited to another free trip if they didn’t report positively. 
Hence, the practice of providing freebies does often have consequences that may not necessarily 
materialize in the short run but yield its effective impact in the long term. The true problem therefore 
is that the system of institutionalized coercion it produces may largely go unnoticed by the journalists.  
 One particular conundrum for lifestyle journalists is the fact their publications tend to 
celebrate lifestyle and consumption, and often readers may not expect to read negative stories (see 
also Hanusch, 2010). The genre therefore places demands on its journalists in a particular way that 
doesn’t exist to similar extent in, for example, political journalism. While hard news can be and often 
is about bad news, lifestyle journalism is expected to be about good news; its raison d’être the 
provision of advice to and entertainment of audiences in an increasingly individualized consumption 
culture (Hanusch & Hanitzsch, 2013). Thus, if a free trip fails to live up to expectations, how should 
lifestyle journalists deal with it? A key strategy noted by almost all travel journalists appears to be to 
avoid writing about it altogether. In this way, journalists have developed an approach that allows them 
to stay true to their ethics, while avoiding to upset sponsors or audiences.  
 
Conclusion 
Across both of the studied countries, lifestyle journalists mentioned advertising and public 
relations as key areas of commercial influence, demonstrating overall a distinct proximity of lifestyle 
journalism to the economic field. We found no meaningful differences in Australian and German self-
reports about these influences, suggesting that the small differences in the respective media systems 
may have little impact. German and Australian lifestyle journalists to similar degrees find themselves 
challenged by business norms stemming from the audience as well as the advertising market as 
suggested by the model of market-based news production (McManus 1995). Many journalists noted a 
need to maintain their integrity for the simple reason they would otherwise lose their reputation as a 
reliable source. At the same time, however, resistance has become increasingly difficult to exercise 
when many journalists realize that financial income generated from advertising is crucial to their 
professional survival, making it an existential issue in many places. Furthermore, the growing 
precariousness of journalistic labor forces many lifestyle journalists to also work in, or to move across 
to public relations. Journalists’ responses to increasing commercial pressures vary broadly between 
resistance and resignation. One way to maintain their professional integrity to some extent and to not 
upset sponsors at the same time is avoiding negative accounts about a product or service by not 
writing about it altogether.  
Distinctions can, however, be made across different types of lifestyle journalism, as well as 
across institutional contexts, suggesting that whether lifestyle journalists work in a particular area of 
the field or for a particular type of news organization is a stronger predictor for their exposure to 
commercial influences, as well as the strategies they employ to deal with them. For example, we 
found that travel, personal technology and fashion journalism across both countries are the most 
heavily affected by the provision of free travel and products. Commercial influences also appear to be 
stronger in less financially secure organizations. To this extent, traditional broadsheet newspapers and 
public service broadcasters appear to be less severely affected by commercial influences than 
specialist magazines. Further, the more precarious their work environment, the more likely journalists 
are influenced by the commercial pressures identified here. This is particularly the case for 
freelancers.  
It is well-documented that journalists do not always practice what they say they do (Tandoc, 
Hellmueller & Vos, 2012), hence, our findings still need to be contextualized in light of newsroom 
observations and/or content analyses. Nonetheless, these results have serious consequences not only 
for our understanding of lifestyle news in particular, but also for the perception of journalism in 
general. Lifestyle journalism is more closely linked to the efforts of companies to gain favorable 
coverage for their products simply by its nature and development that is different from the traditions 
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in political journalism. Lifestyle journalism prospered thanks to the rise of consumer culture and 
individualization. It was born out of the desire to attract the growing number of potential advertising 
clients and to fulfill the new need for orientation of the audience in their capacity as consumers. 
Therefore, it is most naturally an attractive target for advertisers and PR professionals. However, most 
lifestyle journalists are not simply a mouthpiece of companies but are taking their role to evaluate and 
advice seriously. As our research has shown, lifestyle journalists do have professional standards and 
develop strategies to fight overwhelming commercial influences. Nevertheless, walls are eroding 
between editorial content on the one hand and advertising and PR on the other. These developments 
are perhaps more dramatic in publications that strongly or entirely depend on lifestyle content. Other 
media outlets, those which feature lifestyle journalism among many other beats, may be more 
financially independent and, thus, in a better position to resist commercial influences. 
Overall, this research is consistent with many other studies that show that the separation of 
editorial and other content – a defining normative element of institutional journalism, and the often 
celebrated gold standard of professional conduct – is seriously challenged on the ground. From a 
normative and political-economic point of view, this is clearly an alarming development. But there is 
also an alternative reading. It is worth noting that the above professional standards have developed 
within the context of political reporting, which has become the standard model against which we tend 
to gauge other kinds of journalism as well. Editorial autonomy is a major cornerstone in this model, 
and it was established for political journalism for a good reason: in order to enable the reporter to act 
in the normative capacity of the “Forth Estate”. However, we think that the applicability of this norm 
– editorial independence – to other kinds of journalism, such as lifestyle reporting, and the legitimacy 
for using it as a benchmark for good journalism should be subjected to further scrutiny. Lifestyle 
journalism may be, after all, a different animal – one that does not necessarily lend itself to the norms 
entertained in the realm of political communication.  
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